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Egg consists of

1. One kind of object: the cache

2. Cache valued expressions:  egg shell

3. An interpreter: the egg interpreter

4. Hatches: the egg version of scripts

5. A Python API
6. Plug-ins providing data types and caches 

for Panda, DQ2, Apache, Linux,...  

http://egg.bu.edu
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panda.jobs since:yesterday panda.site:LYON

a. “panda.jobs” is an egg shell command from the panda plug-in
b. “since” is a time-interval data type from the yolk plug-in.  It recognizes 

the value “yesterday” as the time interval [one day ago->now]
c. “panda.site” is a data type from the panda plug-in.  It’s value is LYON.
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panda.jobs since:yesterday panda.site:LYON

a. Egg shell command from the panda plug-in
b. “since” is a time-interval data type from the yolk plug-in.  It recognizes 

the value “yesterday” as the time interval [one day ago->now]
c. “panda.site” is a data type from the panda plug-in.  It’s value LYON

wb goo.motionChart \

d:day,atlas.physicsclass,panda.trun,panda.nEvents,nsub \

{title:Reprocessing by physics over time} app {com:sumup \

d:panda.trun,panda.nEvents,nsub keep:atlas.physicsclass,day \

sort d:day cont} collect d:atlas.physicsclass \

att {com:sum d:panda.trun,panda.nEvents,nsub cont} nsub \

collect d:atlas.physicsclass,day \

has panda.jobStatus:finished count @/home/reprocessing/

a. Uses wb (web browser), goo.motionChart(Google visualization)
b. Uses basic egg shell commands app, sort, collect, att, nsub, has and 

count, sumup.
c. Refers to data types in the panda and atlas plug-ins.
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panda.jobs since:yesterday panda.site:LYON

a. Egg shell command from the panda plug-in
b. “since” is a time-interval data type from the yolk plug-in.  It recognizes 

the value “yesterday” as the time interval [one day ago->now]
c. “panda.site” is a data type from the panda plug-in.  It’s value LYON

wb goo.motionChart \

d:day,atlas.physicsclass,panda.trun,panda.nEvents,nsub \

{title:Reprocessing by physics over time} app {com:sumup \

d:panda.trun,panda.nEvents,nsub keep:atlas.physicsclass,day \

sort d:day cont} collect d:atlas.physicsclass \

att {com:sum d:panda.trun,panda.nEvents,nsub cont} nsub \

collect d:atlas.physicsclass,day \

has panda.jobStatus:finished count @/home/reprocessing/

a. Uses wb (web browser), goo.motionChart(Google visualization)
b. Uses basic egg shell commands app, sort, collect, att, nsub, has and 

count, sumup.
c. Refers to data types in the panda and atlas plug-ins.
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COMPUTATION LOCATIONHATCH

@/NET2/daily/panda/
@/NET2/daily/certificates/
@/NET2/daily/ioload/
@/ATLAS/ddm/spacetokens/DATADISK/
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panda.jobs since:yesterday panda.site:LYON

a. Egg shell command from the panda plug-in
b. “since” is a time-interval data type from the yolk plug-in.  It recognizes 

the value “yesterday” as the time interval [one day ago->now]
c. “panda.site” is a data type from the panda plug-in.  It’s value LYON

import EGG

for d in EGG.shell(

‘panda.jobs since:yesterday panda.site:LYON’,

‘panda’): print d

Do likewise for DQ2 datasets, files, web sites, rpms, running processes, 
network interfaces, worker node scratch directories, apache log entries, 
tables, graphics, animations, x509 certs,… world-wide.  Many examples are 
available at http://egg.bu.edu.



Relational Database   SQL

For monitoring but also for other purposes
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Relational Database   SQL

ATLAS infrastructure   Egg shell

For monitoring but also for other purposes

For monitoring but also for other purposes
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The natural plan would be:

1) Use Egg as a way of making a standard, 
stable, uniform interface to the whole 
ATLAS infrastructure;

2) Empower each group to use and improve 
their own plug-ins;

3) Use the resulting whole as a back end for 
monitoring but also for other purposes;

4) Keep improving the core plug-ins
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3. Empower groups to organize the infrastructure to their own needs by making hatches
@/B-Physics @/Top, @/SUSY, @/Exotics, ….
@/egamma, @/Tau, @/Muon, …
@/ADC, @/RAC, @/UST2s, @/UST3s, @/NET2,…

panda
dq2
srm
sit
squid
perfSonar
dynes
Point1
goo…

2. Use the Python API to develop 
clients for monitoring and other 
purposes

Python API

1. Empower infrastructure groups to take over or make their own plug-ins

4. Continue to work on the core plugins

 speed and memory use
 execution network
 clones and plug-in distribution
 egg clients & servers
 cryptography
 i/o system improvements + …

Open source collab.

Standards, 
performance 
improvements, 
long term 
stability, new 
applications
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There is lots of work to do and lots of student opportunities.

EVERY existing plug-in needs work.
MANY new plug-ins need to be created or expanded

Example: The PANDA Plug-in:

panda.jobs --- uses Torre’s http dump of pandadb
panda.sites --- lists all panda sites
panda.clouds --- lists all 11 panda clouds
panda.pages --- gets pandamon pages of individual jobs
panda.queues --- gets panda queue information

needs work:
Speed limited by pandadb response
Can query only by site or cloud and time interval
No access to currently running or activated jobs
Difficult to access historical data
No information about pilots



The 33 current Egg plug-ins
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An egg shell expression computing a table of how many lines of python 
source code are in each of the 33 plug-ins.

Plug-ins are mostly small and easy to write once you get the hang of it.

If you are interested in collaborating, please let me know.

Saul Youssef
youssef@bu.edu


